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"WHAT'S THE USE OF LIFE"
James McN.

- I found out by study that rumors are spread abroad.
- One may say, "He did this--He did that," but in reality it's all false.
- Mysteries brighten days of sadness...
- Teachings are enlightened by the spark of madness.
- This life we live is useless — all useless — it's like chasing the wind.
- Foolishness is caused by the abundance of sin.
- Wise men know the time for everything.
- Life's perplexed — it's all a game.
- We gotta live life — we can't let life live us...
- Constantly running from
hatred—running from LUST
— we are caught up in these
cold streets and ain't got no-
one to trust
— I look up to the sky some
times and wonder "WHY"
"Why is life so very
complicated"?
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